[Development of Body Phantom for Evaluation of Appropriate Administered Radioactivities and Image Quality on 99mTc-DMSA Scintigraphy in Pediatric Nuclear Medicine].
We conducted a field survey about pediatric nuclear medicine. As a result, it was suggested that 99mTc-DMSA scintigraphy was performed at many institutions, whereas various examinations such as image acquisition and processing are not carried out using the renal phantom. Therefore, we developed the body phantom for the evaluation of appropriate administered radioactivities and image quality with renal scintigraphy in pediatric nuclear medicine. We created three differently sized body phantoms (1-, 5-, and 20-year-old models). These pediatric body phantoms were filled with a 99mTc solution based on the consensus guideline of pediatric radiopharmaceutical administered radioactivity in Japan. The planar image was evaluated using acquisition count, uniformity and defect contrast. SPECT images were evaluated with a recovery coefficient (RC). The acquisition counts for pediatric body phantoms were relatively corresponded to the clinical study. The appropriate acquisition counts and the pixel size for the planar image were approximately 140 counts per pixel and 1.23-1.35 mm at 5 min acquisition times in 1- and 5-year-old pediatric body phantom studies, respectively. Although the uniformity and the cold contrast did not depend on pixel size and body size, the cold contrast was affected by body size. The RC for SPECT images depended on the performance of SPECT systems, the resolution recovery algorithm and body phantom size. The developed pediatric body phantom could allow us to establish optimal image acquisition and more evidence on renal scintigraphy in pediatric nuclear medicine.